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================================
2023 Reunion Chairman Harry Nettles, QMCM(SS) G
COB 91-92, USSVI Charleston
Base, Holland Club:
On October 5th I signed the
contract with the hotel for the
2023 Stimson Reunion. It would
have been signed on September 30th but we had
a visit from Ian which delayed many things here in
the Lowcountry and elsewhere.
It is my goal to have the registration form in
your hands within the next two weeks. It will be
sent via any email from our Association Secretary
with directions for registering and making your
hotel reservations. Beginning in November you
will receive a copy of the registration form in each
newsletter until time for the reunion.
The Reunion will be held at the Hilton Garden
Inn (HGI) Summerville on October 11-15, 2023.

CHAPLAIN
Bruce [Vicki] Stefanik

The HGI is fairly new, opening in mid-2020 in the
new and upcoming area called Nexton.
I think everyone will be pleased with the
amenities offered by HGI and the Summerville
area. The location is just off I-26 with easy access
to the hotel. Even though we will be farther from
Charleston than in the past it is an easy trip into
downtown or any of the other areas you might like
to visit.
I want to warn you though. This town is not the
Summerville you may remember from your time
on the boat when stationed in Charleston. You will
hear more about Summerville and what it has to
offer in our future newsletters.
Your shipmates in the Tri-County area
(Charleston/Dorchester/Berkeley) are looking
forward to hosting you and your family members
when you attend our 2023 Reunion.
================================
Association President Tom Krauser, MM1(SS) B 72-74:
Marie and I spent a couple of
days on Lake Champlain in upstate
NY. We had a great time relaxing by
the lake. We visited a winery and
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brought home a couple of bottles of wine from
there.
Our son David came home for a visit from Salt
Lake City UT, and we enjoyed having him home
for a week.
Marie and I are looking forward to the next
reunion in Charleston in 2023. Look for details
about the progress in the newsletter.
If you have any questions or concerns for the
board, please feel free to contact us so we can
address them.
——————————————————————
Custodian - Larry Knutson,
MMCS(SS) B 79-81 USSVICharleston Base:
We still have the box of Gold
Crew check-in cards that were
from the time of Bob Weeks CO
tour. Several Gold Crew members
have contacted us for their card. If you were on
the Gold Crew during any time when Bob Weeks
was the CO you completed a check-in card for
him. The box of cards is now held by our base
secretary. If you would like a copy of your card
sent to you please contact our Secretary at
655webmaster@ssbn655.org.
——————————————————————
Chaplain’s Corner Bruce Stefanik, MS1(SS) B 7377, USSVI USS Asheville Base,
655 Assoc Life Member:

There is no trick or treating with God. He loves
us no matter when we knock at His door. No mask
can hide us from the Love of God. So just be
yourself.
God makes each day and gives us everything
we need. May we always be thankful for what He
gives us.
May you and your families be blessed as we
think of each other this month.
//Bruce
——————————————————————

——————————————————————
From The Editor & Secretary Nick Nichols, TM1 G/SY1/B 7075; FTCS B COB 85-89, USSVI
Charleston Base, Holland Club,
655 Assoc Life Member

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Shipmates, in this issue of the newsletter you will
see another of our shipmates who has departed
on Eternal Patrol. We are missing some of his info
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so if you served with him please help complete
anything with a ? . Then take a look at our Eternal
Patrol page and see if you can help complete
missing info for any of those shipmates.
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
A note from Keith Post, Association Honorary
Member

these shipmates please have them send me an
email at 655webmaster@ssbn655.org
Gale, Jeff

Due to flooding caused by Hurricane IAN, the
St. Marys Submarine Museum has taken on 5
inches of water and will be closed until further
notice. Be sure to spread the word and visit the
Museum's website for further information on its
reopening.
Keith Post, Executive Director
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Geisenburg, Nick

MMC

G

88-91

Gentile, Edward J.

MM1

G Decom

91-93

Giambattista, Mike D.

LCDR

B Comm

65-67 Plank

Gillooly, Jim

G

72-75

Golightly, Steve

RM3
MMCM
[MMCM Ret]

B COB

81-85

Gonzales, Dario

MM2

G

68-70

Gould, Harrell L.

MT2

G/B

69-74

Goza, David

MT2

G

75-77

Grant, Rich

LT

G Decom

89-93

Green, Earsel J.

QM1

B

72-76

Green, Frank

YN1

93 Decom

Greene, Kenneth

FTB2

93 Decom

Grizzard, John

MM2

93 Decom

Hancock, Michael L.

EM1

B

88-91

Hanks, Stewart

QM2

G

69-72

Hardy, Craig

Retirees and Annuitants, click on the picture
above to be directed to the newest edition of Navy
Shift Colors. To see past copies of Shift Colors,
go to the website: www.shiftcolors.navy.mil
Navy Shift Colors is the Navy's official
newsletter for Retired Sailors and surviving
spouses. It updates the retired Navy community
about changes to laws, policies, programs, and
benefits that affect them.
All Retired Sailors and surviving spouses with
active myPay accounts now receive Navy Shift
Colors electronically at their email address in
myPay. Update your email address in myPay by
visiting: https://mypay.dfas.mil/mypay.aspx
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Known Shipmates unable to be contacted:
Here is the monthly listing of a few shipmates
from our sailing list that we do not have contact
with via email or phone numbers. A couple of you
have helped me on the names from last couple of
months and it’s appreciated. If you know any of

88-90

Harding, ??

LT Weps

Hatchell, John 'Hatch'

IC2

G

87-90

Hatfield, Glen Spencer

STS2

G

70-73 SY1

Haynes, David

RM1

G

Hebert, Randy 'Bear'

ET3

B/G

Hellawell, John W.

EN1

G

Helms, David P.

MM1

G

Herzog, Willie A.

RMC

G

Hinds, George D.

HM2

B

76-78

Hinkle, John

LCDR

B XO

72-75

Hogan, Tom

SN

B/G

82-84

Holder, Thomas B

MT2

B

75-79

Holler, Eugene J.

LTJG

G

68

Hollingsworth, Paul W.

STS1

B

76-78

Hryniw, Steve

SN

G Comm

65-68 Plank

Hupe, William R.

FTG3

B

71

Hathcock, Brian

81-85
72-78 SY1

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Submarine Qualification Card & Certificate
Take a quick look at the website page for our SS
Qual Cards & Certificates. Most of us still have them
and know exactly where they are. Some may have
to go digging. Start looking for those certificates.
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When you find it either scan it or take a good
picture and send it to me at
655webmaster@ssbn655.org. You name will be
added to the new page with a link to your
certificate. This is for all Stimson shipmates, not
just the ones who qualified on the 655. No matter
what boat you qualified on if you were on the
Stimson send me a scan or picture and it will be
added to the website.
This can be any item related to your SS
qualification: Qual Certificate; Qual card, picture
receiving your dolphns; etc.
Check out: Qualification Cards of Stimson
Sailors
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Sharing Pictures with Shipmates:
If anyone has pictures you would like to share
with your shipmates please either email them to
me or contact me and I will send you directions to
upload to our Stimson Dropbox file.
655webmaster@ssbn655.org
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
——————————————————————

WELCOME ABOARD: Found & Updated
Shipmates
(Shipmate has contacted us to be added or have
info updated on our Sailing List. Please check the
online Sailing List for shipmates contact info.)
NOTE: MANY THANKS TO DON ORT, MM1(SS)
G/OVHL1/G 69-74, FOR THE EFFORTS HE IS
MAKING TO LOCATE OUR STIIMSON
SHIPMATES WHO ARE ON OUR SAILING LIST
BUT WITH NO EMAIL ADDRESS.
**********
EN3/MM1(SS) Calvin R. Stark B 65-71
Comm/Plank Owner
[info updated by member]
MT(SS) Roger I. Page G/SY1/B 71-72
CWO4 Retired
[info updated by member]
—————————————————————
BINNACLE LIST UPDATES: If you know of a
shipmate who should be on the binnacle list
please let me know. I will contact the shipmate for
permission to add them to this list. I only add
those who have given permission.
==================
Lloyd Hyatt, MT2(SS) B 73-76
Cards to: 134 Coral Way, Jacksonville Beach
FL 32250
NO NEW UPDATES
7.26.22: Email from Lloyd: I have been
diagnosed with Leukemia {AML). Treatment (17
doses of chemotherapy) hasn't helped. AML can
be a result of exposure to radiation, which all of us
were. Especially the MT's that had to go inside of
the missile. Has anybody else been diagnosed
with this disease? If you would like to contact me,
please email me at wwwlloyd@aol.com or
jaxbeachlloyd@gmail.com or call me at 904-631
-0029.

The following Stimson Shipmates have
departed on Eternal Patrol.
=====
MM1(SS) Jeffrey Alan Carroll ? 85-??
LCDR Ret.
Eternal Patrol September 7, 2022
[reported by USSVI]
=====
MT2(SS) Edward C. ‘Ed’ Paine B 84-86
Eternal Patrol September 7, 2022
[reported by Chuck Hladik, TM2(SS) G 67-70,
Assoc. LM, USSVI Base Commander USS
Oklahoma City Base]
=====
The direct link to the Association Eternal Patrol
page is: http://ssbn655.org/eternal-patrol/
eternal-patrol.html
______________________________________

==================
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Kim Sanner (Bill’s wife, ET2(SS) B 73-77
Cards to: 2009 Glenda Ave., Haltom City TX
76111
NO NEW UPDATES
8.30.22: Update from Bill: We're on our way home
now from Houston. Kim's doing great!
Hemoglobin almost normal (11.3), white blood
cells are normal, red blood cells almost normal
(3.97 out of 4). Our doctors are extremely happy
with everything.
5.29.22: Update from Bill: I've been giving time
since Kim's transplant to see how it goes. As you
saw with Kim's last update, she's starting to feel
some of the effects of changing her body at the
most basic level. Now, things seem to be
somewhat harder. As we wait for the stem calls to
turn into active bone marrow, her blood numbers,
such as white blood cells, red blood cells and
platelets are hovering right around 0 even though
they keep doing transfusions of blood and
platelets. She remains hopeful and optimistic as
her hair has been falling out all over her pillow
and bed. She has decided to go ahead and shave
her head to keep things less messy. Even though
we know it's coming, it's still a rude
awakening. She's also dealing with extreme
headaches, nausea, very poor appetite, and
general weakness. Thank God Kim is a strong
woman.
2.24.2022: Update from Bill: At the end of
January, we spent a full 12-hour day meeting and
greeting with doctors, PAs and Social Workers,
having 18 vials of blood taken for tests, and an
end of day blood transfusion to finish it off. Since
then, we have been patiently waiting for a
transplant donor to be determined and
located. We have a video appointment slated for
this coming Monday (2.28) with Kim's transplant
doctor to discuss timelines and procedures. I'm
close to ending my computer business because
I'm about to begin full time caregiving for her,
which is way more work than I expected.
==================
John Cole, LT [CDR Ret] B AWEPS 78-80 [E1E9 & O1E-CDR), May 12, 1964-July 30, 1994

Cards to: 2523 E 2830 S, St George UT 847904744
NO NEW UPDATES
4.30.2022: Email from John; COPD, Aspiration
Pneumonia, Cardiac Arrest & Parkinson’s
Disease! Agent Orange And Other Carcinogens
Finally Caught Up With Me It Seems!
==================
Ron Hyson, STS1(SS) B 70-75, Assoc. Life
Member, USSVI Hampton Roads Base, Holland
Club, STSCM(SS) Retired
Cards to: 3425 MacDonald Rd., Virginia Beach
VA 23464
NO NEW UPDATES
3.14.2022: Email from Ron: I wanted to let you
know that I was diagnosed last month with
Alzheimer's. Do you know of anyone else on the
boats that also has this disease? I was thinking
this might be connected with Amine that was used
on the boats. My short term memory is shot and
their is no cure for Alzheimer's. I have another
doctor's appointment Thursday, will let you more
of my diagnosis. Our world has been turned
upside down. Take Care, RG
——————————————————————

——————————————————————
GREAT LINKS TO SPEND TIME WITH
**********
655 Association Website
www.ssbn655.org
**********
30+ Things We Didn't Know About Life on a
Submarine
Life inside the submarine can be rough and fun
at the same time. Find out what the crew
members do during the long months inside the
submarines!
READ HERE
**********
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Submitted by George Stevens, MT2(SS) G 68-71

Several of the Mensa members went out for
lunch at a local café. When they sat down, one of
them discovered that the salt shaker contained
pepper and the pepper shaker was full of salt.
How could they swap the contents of the two
bottles without spilling any and using only the
implements at hand? Clearly this was a job for
Mensa minds.
The group debated the problem, presented
ideas and finally came up with a brilliant solution
involving a napkin, a straw and an empty saucer.
They called the waitress over, ready to dazzle
her with their solution.
"Miss," they said, "We couldn't help but notice
that the pepper shaker contains salt and the salt
shaker.... "
But before they could finish, the waitress
interrupted, "Oh! Sorry about that."
She leaned over the table, unscrewed the caps
of both bottles and switched them.
There was dead silence at the Mensa table.
Kinda reminds you of the government, doesn't it.
Don't confuse IQ and education with common
sense.
=====

The Navy’s Columbia-Class Submarine: This Is
The U.S. Navy’s Largest Submarine Ever
By Brent M. Eastwood

Work Advancing on U.S. Navy Columbia-class
Ballistic Missile Submarine: The U.S. Navy’s
new Columbia-class submarine continues to hit its
milestones. This month the sub’s main propulsion
system was delivered, and a contract was
awarded for the ballistic missile sub’s generators.
So, things are proceeding nicely for the nextgeneration boat that is to replace the Ohioclass submarines that will begin to retire in 2027.
Read More Here
**********
One last Dive 3 30 20
Song by Bobby Reed

Submitted by Art Kenworthy, RM2(SS) B 84-90

Just got my first tattoo.

One last Dive 3 30 20 - YouTube
——————————————————————
SEA STORIES & COMMENTS
From Our Shipmates
=====

——————————————————————

Submitted by Jim McAuliffe, RM2(SS) B 67-68

MENSA
Mensa, as you know, is a national organization
for people who have an IQ of 140 or higher.
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VETERANS AFFAIRS - RETIREE INFO - AARP
https://www.va.gov/
And FLEET RESERVE
<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
VA Benefits | Help & Protection During Natural
Disaster | theSITREP

<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Protect Yourself from Flu
The flu shot is your best defense against the
flu. Are you eligible for a no-cost flu shot?
Learn more.
<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Pain? Try Yoga
Yoga can help with pain. Try these 6 yoga
poses to relieve pain and stiffness.
Watch now.
<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Dining Out with Diabetes
If you have diabetes, planning and smart
choices can help you enjoy food away from home.
Learn more.
<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
5 Ways to Lower Your Cholesterol
Cholesterol levels creep up as we age and can
start causing problems in midlife
Jeanette Beebe, AARP
August 04, 2022
Although cholesterol — a waxy, fatlike
substance that can cause dangerous plaques to
form in your blood, leading to a condition known
as atherosclerosis — is more common among
people in their 40s and beyond, high cholesterol
isn’t an inevitable part of getting older. And having
high cholesterol isn’t something you should
ignore.
Like high blood pressure, high cholesterol —
which affects about 38 percent of Americans —
leaves a mark on the body: It raises a person’s
risk for heart disease and stroke.
READ MORE
<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Healthy ways to cope with stress
Feeling stressed or anxious because of a
recent life change? The transition of back to
school, starting a new job or upcoming
appointments can cause uneasy emotions. Learn
about the many healthy ways to cope with stress
in your life.
Find ways to cope with stress.
<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Combat your high blood pressure
Untreated high blood pressure can cause

U.S. Dept. of Veterans Affairs
Sep 29, 2022 In this episode of theSITREP,
Paul provides an essential resource for Veterans,
dependents, survivors and caregivers who have
experienced a natural disaster. Whether you are
receiving VA disability, a VA pension, utilizing VA
education, VA home loan, or insurance, VA is
here to help you and protect your benefits.
Contact us 24/7 at 1-800-MyVA411 for
assistance.
For additional information, visit https://
content.govdelivery.com/accou...
As a VA beneficiary, you should be aware of
assistance available to you because of a natural
disaster. This includes protections for your school
attendance, VA home loan, VA payments, and
insurance.
WATCH HERE FOR GREAT INFORMATION
<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Aging and Muscle Loss
Keep your strength and independence. As you
age, your body goes through many changes.
Keeping your muscles healthy will help you
continue doing the things you love.
Learn More
<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Refill Prescriptions from Your Phone
VA’s RX Refill app helps manage your VA
prescriptions on your mobile device. See how you
can scan the label, track delivery, and access
medication information.
Learn more.
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serious damage to your health. Since the
condition has no obvious symptoms, it’s important
to visit your primary care provider to check your
numbers. Take the time to understand methods to
control high blood pressure and the overall risks
to keep your heart healthy.
See more ways to control blood pressure
<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
A1C holds the key for diabetes
One of the best ways to know if you’re at risk
for diabetes is taking an A1C test. An A1C test
measures your blood sugar levels over the past
three months. Learn more about the test and what
the results say about your blood sugar levels.
Understand the importance of an A1C test
<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
6 Reasons You Should Download the VA
Health and Benefits Mobile App
Manage your VA appointments, message your
providers and learn about all the top reasons to
download the VA Health and Benefits Mobile App.
WATCH
DONLOAD APP
LEARN MORE
<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Ask Your Questions Now: New Presumptives
and Eligibilities
You are invited to the Q&A hosted by Together
We Served and the Department of Veterans
Affairs on Oct. 6 at 1 p.m. ET. VA subject matter
experts will be answering your questions related
to burn pits, agent orange, toxic exposures and
survivors benefits. Ask your questions now!
SUBMIT QUESTION
<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Support Your Mental Health Care with VA's
Virtual Tools
VA offers Veterans secure virtual tools for
mental health care outside the traditional office
visit, including VA Video Connect, where you can
connect with your mental health providers from
the comfort of your home.
LEARN MORE
<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Tell Your Friends About New PACT Act VA
Health Care Eligibility

With the passage of the 2022 PACT Act,
certain Post-9/11 Veterans are eligible for
expanded VA benefits. Help spread the word to
encourage your fellow Veterans to enroll for VA
health care during a special enrollment period:
October 1, 2022 – October 1, 2023
LEARN MORE
——————————————————————

The Computer Corner
By: Tom Krauser, MM1(SS) Blue 72-74, Assoc.
Life Member
This month’s input uses some important topics
provided by George Birmingham. I am just
referencing some articles George provided that
have important information for our shipmates.
The first article is on phishing attacks which we
all get almost daily. It does not seem like a day
goes by that I do not get one of these phishing
messages.
The Types of Phishing Attacks and How to
Avoid Them
https://www.hackread.com/types-of-phishingattacks-dodge-them/
The second article is Tips for Staying Safe
Online:
https://simplygeeky.net/top-tips-for-stayingsafe-online/
The next article is a warning about fake Google
software updates to distribute ransomware:
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https://www.darkreading.com/attacksbreaches/attacker-using-fake-google-softwareupdate-to-distribute-new-ransomware
Thanks to George for his continued support in
providing information to his shipmates.
_______________________________________
The Lean Submariner
Here’s the latest posts on the blog. Still going
strong. The link to his blog is
https://theleansubmariner.com/
*****
Navy Day in 1922 – The Thrill of a Lifetime –
Mister Mac
The weather on October 26, 1922 off the coast
of New England was cold with fresh to strong
northwest winds The Celebration of Navy Day
was in full swing but two incidents were noted in
the local paper. The first was a launch fire that
endangered the lives of fifteen people who were
shuttling out […]
Read more of this post
*****
Navy Day 1922 – Opportunities for Young Men
– Mister Mac
In 1922, the United States Navy was in a
quandary. The civilian leadership had recently
completed its goal of limiting the growth of the
civilized world’s naval forces. This dream of
lasting peace was certainly an admirable one by
the Harding administration. Diplomacy seemed to
be an answer to the endless wars that had
plagued […]
Read more of this post
*****
Navy Day in Bridgeport 1922 – Welcoming a
Namesake – Mister Mac
During the month of October 1922, many cities
around the nation welcomed units of the naval
service to celebrate Navy Day. These widespread
celebrations took many shapes, but one of the
more unique celebrations was held in the city of
Bridgeport Connecticut. The navy had a ship
named USS Bridgeport and by good fortune, she
[…]
Read more of this post
_______________________________________

MCPON:
New Master Chief Petty Officer Honea
Assumes Office
(USNI NEWS 12 SEP 22) ... Heather Mongilio
James Honea became the latest master chief
petty officer of the Navy during a change of office
ceremony held at the Naval Academy last week.
Honea, who has served in the Navy since
1987, previously served as the senior enlisted
sailor at U.S. IndoPacific Command. He takes
over the MCPON role from Russell Smith, who is
retiring after more than 30 years in the sea
service. Honea will be the 16th MCPON.
The MCPON works as an advisor on enlisted
personnel to the chief of naval operations and the
chief of naval personnel. As MCPON, Honea said
that his top priorities would be quality of life,
warfighting competency and professional and
character development, according to a news
release from the Navy.
“When I was selected for MCPON, I thought
heavily on what my tenure means and what I
could bring to you all,” Honea said in the release.
“I’m glad I chose to be challenged by this
adventure and I’m proud of what it has brought
me. I thank you all for accepting the same
challenge and being on this journey with me. I
have always been proud to be your shipmate, and
I’m privileged to be your MCPON.
”During Smith’s tenure, which began in August
2018, he focused on improvements for the Navy’s
sexual assault prevention and response (SAPR)
programs and for access to mental health care.
He also started the Laying the Keel program,
which provided updated leadership development,
and the Sailor of the Year program.
Chief of Naval Operations Adm. Michael
Gilday, who presided over the ceremony, spoke
about Smith’s commitment to the Navy, especially
within the role of MCPON.
“Your tireless efforts to provide sailors with
mental, morale, and spiritual support has helped
make our fleet more resilient and much more
effective,” Gilday said in the release. “Your
leadership ensured that our most important
resource, our people, are ready to serve and
9

aircraft USS George Washington was
experiencing a staggering cluster of suicides that
sailors attributed in large part to poor living
conditions and arduous work schedules. Less
than a week later, Smith visited the ship yard to
speak to the crew.
When a sailor asked the then-top enlisted sailor
about those living conditions, Smith said that the
Navy "probably could have done better to manage
your expectations coming in here."
"I hear your concerns and you should always
raise them, but you have to do so with reasonable
expectations and then understanding what ...
what this is like," Smith went on to tell the crew.
'What you're not doing is sleeping in a foxhole
like a Marine might be doing."
The remarks not only struck the sailors on the
ship as callous but resonated with the fleet as a
whole. Navy groups on social media ran with the
idea that the service's top sailor told the fleet to
lower their standards.
After the comments became public, Smith's
office pushed back by noting the master chief
never said the words "lower your standards" and
even released a transcript of the conversation.
However, the phrase continues to crop up in
online conversations months later.
Days after Smith made those comments, the
Navy announced it was moving all the sailors
living aboard the George Washington -- a major
point of stress and frustration -- off the ship.
Smith also dealt with an inspector general
investigation, first reported in February by Navy
Times, though the details of that investigation
were never made public. The news drew
comparisons to Smith's predecessor, Master
Chief Steven Giordano, who retired early after
reports surfaced of his own inspector general
investigation that was looking into 7 allegations
that he bullied subordinates and mistreated his
staff. Several of the allegations against Giordano
were later substantiated.
Navy spokeswoman Lt. Alyson Hands, told
Military.com that Smith “retired honorably with no
pending adverse or reportable matters.”
Meanwhile, Honea appears to be setting his

defend the Nation we love. Having conducted
more than 200 fleet visits all over the world, your
outreach and willingness to be there for Sailors
and their families is what truly made your service
so remarkable.” https://
news.usni.org/2022/09/12/new-master-chiefpetty-officer-honea-assumes-office
_______________________________________
Navy Gets New Top Enlisted Sailor Who
Promises To Focus On Sailors' Needs And
Their Families
(MILITARY.COM 12 SEP 22) ... Konstantin
Toropin
The Navy has a new top enlisted sailor after
Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy James
Honea took over for now-retired Master Chief
Russell Smith on Thursday.
The change not only marks the start of Honea's
term as the sea service's 16th senior enlisted
adviser but also a shift in priorities for the enlisted
community.
In a video posted Monday, Honea told sailors
that his "top priority will be you and your families"
before acknowledging that the Navy has "to be
better at investing in you and meeting your needs."
The remarks serve as a shift from what Smith
told sailors in the last months of his service, when
he described being fairly powerless to change their
living conditions and suggested that sailors learn
to cope with hardships.
In a statement, the Navy praised Smith's
service, saying that he instituted "an updated
leadership development career path, revised the
command master chief instruction, and the Sailor
of the Year program."
Smith had served as the master chief petty officer
of the Navy since 2018.
"More importantly, he tirelessly advocated
policy and program improvements for the Navy's
Sexual Assault Prevention and Response program
as well as increased Sailor access for mental
health care," the statement added.
However, in 2022, Smith generated headlines
for controversial statements and an inspector
general investigation.
In April, Military.com broke the news that the
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sights on shifting the narrative and perception
junior sailors have of the office.
In a Saturday post on Facebook, Honea's
office noted that "he will be making his way
around the fleet to discuss and work with Sailors
to get after his top priorities." In his remarks on
Thursday, Honea told the crowd assembled for
the change of office that "you can depend on us to
fight for you," as he looked to Chief of Naval
Operations Adm. Mike Gilday.
Gilday is the Navy's top officer.
Although the post of master chief petty officer
of the Navy exists largely to advise "the CNO
[and] the Chief of Naval Personnel in matters
dealing with enlisted personnel and their families,"
the sailors who hold the post are often able to
highlight and advocate for changes. Most notably,
they are able to voice concerns or issues directly
to top officers and Congress -- something no
average sailor can do.
Gilday, in his own remarks Thursday, said that
Honea "brings the exact kind of professional
experience we need for this immense
responsibility."
"I've said it before: He's got saltwater running
through his veins," Gilday said, before alluding to
Honea's job when first joined the Navy -boatswain's mate.
According to the service record provided by the
Navy, Honea enlisted in 1987 and has served on
five ships, including the now destroyed USS
Bonhomme Richard. He also had postings from
Newport, Rhode Island, and Norfolk, Virginia, to
San Diego, California, and Pearl Harbor, Hawaii.
Before becoming the master chief petty officer
of the Navy, Honea served as the senior enlisted
leader for U.S. Indo-Pacific Command. https://
www.military.com/daily-news/2022/09/12/navygets-new-top-enlisted-sailor-who-promisesfocus-sailors-needs-and-their-families.html
_______________________________________
Honea Becomes The 16th Master Chief Petty
Officer Of The Navy
(NAVY TIMES 09 SEP 22) ... Geoff Ziezulewicz
Master Chief James Honea became the Navy’s
16th chief petty officer of the Navy Thursday

during a ceremony at the U.S. Naval Academy in
Annapolis, Maryland.
Honea, a sailor for 35 years, most recently
served as the senior enlisted leader for U.S. IndoPacific Command and was described by Chief of
Naval Operations Adm. Mike Gilday as having
“saltwater running through his veins,” according to
a video recording of the ceremony posted online.
During Thursday’s ceremony, Gilday praised
outgoing MCPON Russell Smith, who became
“MCPON 15″ in August 2018, as a “true leader”
who never shied away from tough assignments.
“You’re a chief to the core and a sailor who’s
dedicated to sailors,” Gilday told Smith. “You care
for sailors like few other leaders I have met in the
Navy.”
“As you go ashore for the final time, know that
this nation and our Navy are forever grateful for
your lifetime of honorable service,” Gilday said.
As Honea takes on the role of the Navy’s top
enlisted sailor, the sea service has yet to publicly
disclose the findings of an internal investigation
into his predecessor, MCPON Smith.
Navy Times reported in February that the
Naval Inspector General was investigating Smith
over allegations of misconduct. But to date, the
Navy has not formally clarified the outcome of that
investigation and Smith did not return a phone
message this week seeking a comment on the
investigation’s status.
Sitting on stage next to Smith Thursday was
retired Adm. Bill Moran, the former vice CNO who
was slated to become CNO before his sudden
retirement in 2019.
That retirement came after a Defense
Department investigation found Moran used
personal email for official business, including with
an officer dogged by sexual harassment
allegations.
The former admiral praised Smith during
Thursday’s ceremony for always meeting the
moment.
“We are, all of us, forever your shipmates and
friends, personally and professionally blessed to
have served alongside you,” Moran said. “You will
be missed.”
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During his speech, Smith jokingly recalled how
he once told the former Chief of Naval Personnel,
retired Vice Adm. John Nowell, that the F-word
was “the word of the proletariat,” and that if Nowell
used that word around the chiefs mess, he would
be fine.
“He looked at me, like, it worked!” Smith
recalled to audience laughter.
Smith enlisted in 1988 and spent most of
Thursday’s speech praising those with whom he
forged a bond over the decades.
“The value for me has always lied in the
relationships, the friends and shipmates who have
become my family,” he said. “I’ve had this Navy
family carry me for the past 34 years, and I know
no one has been so fortunate as I in that regard.”
https://www.navytimes.com/news/yournavy/2022/09/09/honea-becomes-the-16thmaster-chief-petty-officer-of-the-navy/
_______________________________________
James Honea Takes The Helm As The Next
MCPON
(SEAPOWER MAGAZINE 12 SEP 22)
ANNAPOLIS, Md. — Master Chief Petty
Officer of the Navy Russell Smith passed the
ceremonial cutlass, via the Chief of Naval
Operations Adm. Michael Gilday, to James Honea
during a change of office and retirement
ceremony Sept. 8, the Office of the Master Chief
Petty Officer of the Navy said Sept. 10.
The ceremony held at the U.S. Naval
Academy’s Mahan Hall marked the end of more
than three decades of Naval service for MCPON
Smith.
Smith has served as the 15th MCPON since
Aug. 29, 2018. During his term, he instituted
Laying the Keel, an updated leadership
development career path, revised the command
master chief instruction, and the Sailor of the Year
program. More importantly, he tirelessly
advocated policy and program improvements for
the Navy’s Sexual Assault Prevention and
Response program as well as increased Sailor
access for mental health care to congressional
members during his annual testimonies before the
House Armed Services Committee.

Gilday presided over the ceremony and
highlighted Smith’s accomplishments during his
naval career while thanking him for his leadership.
“Your tireless efforts to provide Sailors with
mental, morale, and spiritual support has helped
make our fleet more resilient and much more
effective,” said Gilday. “Your leadership ensured
that our most important resource, our people, are
ready to serve and defend the nation we love.
Having conducted more than 200 fleet visits all
over the world, your outreach and willingness to
be there for Sailors and their families is what truly
made your service so remarkable. Thank you for
everything you have done over these past four
years. Our Navy and our Navy family are much
stronger than it was four years ago.”
After the ceremonial passing of the MCPON
cutlass, Honea took the helm of the enlisted force
as the Navy’s 16th MCPON. During the
ceremony, he spoke about his top priorities:
warfighting competency, professional and
character development, and quality of life.
“When I was selected for MCPON, I thought
heavily on what my tenure means and what I
could bring to you all,” said Honea. “I’m glad I
chose to be challenged by this adventure and I’m
proud of what it has brought me. I thank you all for
accepting the same challenge and being on this
journey with me. I have always been proud to be
your Shipmate, and I’m privileged to be your
MCPON.”
The MCPON serves as an adviser to the CNO
and to the chief of naval personnel in matters
dealing with enlisted personnel and their families.
The MCPON is also an adviser to boards dealing
with enlisted personnel issues; is the enlisted
representative of the Department of the Navy at
special events; may be called upon to testify on
enlisted personnel issues before Congress; and
maintains a liaison with enlisted spouse
organizations.
https://seapowermagazine.org/james-honeatakes-the-helm-as-the-next-mcpon/
_______________________________________
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“Unfortunately, some of that challenge is here
today.”
At the same conference, Rear Adm. Scott
Brown, who oversees maintenance at the Navy’s
four public shipyards, said the service didn’t make
the required upfront investments when designing
and acquiring the Virginia class, meaning shipyard
workers today reach for parts and components
and find they’re not there.
“It’s resulting in a lot of churn, a lot of
cannibalization — so we have to take things off
other boats to stick them on the boat we’re trying
to get out — and a lot of, frankly, frustration with
the workforce on waiting for stuff that doesn’t
exist,” Brown said. “Of course, that leads to
delays.”
Rucker said the Navy must ensure that doesn’t
happen with future classes.
The first boat of the Columbia class of ballistic
missile submarines is under construction now.
Rucker, who previously served as program
manager for the Columbia class, said the Navy
designed the ship with maintenance in mind, even
bringing in ship maintainers for their input on
potential issues such as access and rigging
points.
Maintenance is also a focus for the SSN(X)
program, he said. 30
“There are things we’ve already learned on
Virginia: of the over a million parts, less than 0.1%
of the design is not doing what we thought it
would from [a life expectancy perspective]. It’s 32
items, to be exact,” Rucker said. “We’ve already
figured out what those were, we redesigned them
or changed the maintenance cycle.”
Those improved parts could be used on SSN
(X).
Rucker said the SSN(X) design phase
prioritizes this focus on maintenance. The
program’s initial capabilities document lays out
four top-level requirements: speed, stealth,
payloads, and operational availability.
The U.S. Coast Guard is learning a similar
lesson during a significant and ongoing
recapitalization of its fleet, its director of
acquisition programs said during the same

Next-Generation Attack Subs Will Be Designed
With Maintenance In Mind
(DEFENSE NEWS 22 SEP 22) ... Megan Eckstein
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. — With its Virginia
class of attack submarines suffering from
maintenance woes and low operational
availability, the U.S. Navy is working to ensure its
next attack submarine is easier to sustain,
according to the program executive officer for
attack submarines.
The Navy has 50 attack submarines, but 18 of
those are in maintenance and not available to
operational commanders, according to Rear Adm.
Jon Rucker.
“That’s too high a number,” he said Sept. 21 at
the American Society of Naval Engineers’ annual
Fleet Maintenance and Modernization Symposium
here. He noted submarine maintenance has faced
challenges in planning availabilities, executing the
work and keeping sufficient parts and material on
hand for the repair periods.
Rucker said PEO Attack Submarines is
revisiting the maintenance plan for these Virginia
SSNs in the hopes of improving sustainment and
that the Navy must take a better approach while
designing the SSN(X) next-generation attack
submarine to ensure high operational availability
and easier sustainment throughout the lifecycle.
Coming off of the Cold War-era Seawolf-class
submarine, designed to be fast, lethal and
stealthy, the Navy took a different approach with
the Virginia class, Rucker said, and opted to “build
a submarine for an affordable cost to ensure we
could get the numbers we needed.”
“I’m not going to say that sustainment came as
an afterthought but, to be honest, it was … a
challenge we’ll deal with later,” he added.
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conference.
Rear Adm. Chad Jacoby said the Coast Guard
previously did not consider sustainment much
during the acquisition phase of a program. But the
service is now realizing sustaining its new
generation of ships will be wildly different than
older ones.
When it comes to midlife overhaul
availabilities for its first National Security Cutters,
the Coast Guard now sees the engines and
generators won’t drive the cost and duration of the
maintenance periods; instead, it will be the
command, control, communications, computers,
cyber and intelligence (C5I) systems.
“We have a budget request in; it’s going to be
much more than we’ve ever spent on a midlife,”
Jacoby said.
This has pushed the Coast Guard to focus
more on sustainment and logistics during the
acquisition phase. The Coast Guard established a
Surface Acquisitions Logistics Center in Baltimore
to act as a go-between with the acquisition
community and the fleet maintenance community.
With the first three Offshore Patrol Cutters in
construction and the Polar Security Cutter on
contract — both of which are significantly more
technologically complex and capable compared to
their predecessors — “we are more advanced
now with building the sustainment into
acquisitions,” he said.
https://www.defensenews.com/
naval/2022/09/22/next-generation-attack-subswill-be-designed-with-maintenance-in-mind/
_______________________________________
World’s First Nuclear-Powered Submarine
Returns Home After a $36 Million Facelift
(THE DAY 10 SEP 22) ... Erica Moser
The Navy on Friday celebrated the completion
of a $36 million preservation of the USS Nautilus,
the world's first nuclear-powered submarine, as
elected officials celebrated the ship's history and
advocated for continued investment in the nation's
undersea force.
The Nautilus, which was launched in 1954,
decommissioned in 1980 and opened to the
public at the Submarine Force Museum in 1986,

departed the museum last October for work at the
Naval Submarine Base and returned Aug. 4. The
work involved repairing the hull, replacing topside
decking, upgrading lighting, painting and more.
During Friday's ceremony at the Nautilus' pier,
Adm. Samuel Cox, director of Naval History and
Heritage Command, posed and answered the
question, "She's the first submarine to have
atomic power. So what?"
He said the Allies "came perilously close to
losing World War I and World War II" due to
German submarines, and with that recognition,
"everything in the 1950s was a race, and we won.
This submarine was built fast, designed fast, got
underway fast."
He said the U.S. didn't get everything right and
lost two subs in the 1960s, but the Soviets lost
more.
Cox said "there are millions of people who are
alive today because of the submarines and the
fact that they never had to fire at shot at the
Soviets, so that's the "so what.'" He added that
repairing the Nautilus and keeping it for another
30 years is half the cost of getting rid of it.
Lt. Cmdr. Derek Sutton, director of the
Submarine Force Museum and officer-in-charge
of the Nautilus, said the goal is a 30-year "clean
bill of health" for the boat and for the Nautilus to
stay attached to the museum.
Sutton said the planning for the repairs began
in 2015, and that the Nautilus has attracted more
than 3 million visitors since it became the focal
point of the museum.
Lonny Barham, president of the Nautilus
Alumni Association, said the best way to honor
the 2,500 people who served on the Nautilus is to
preserve the ship.
He served on the Nautilus from ages 18 to 21,
and his daughter Jennifer Murray recalled living
the Nautilus through him. He told her stories of
surfacing north of the Arctic Circle to do repairs
while on a mission, and stories of friends and
camaraderie.
At age 11, Murray went to see the Nautilus
with her father shortly after it was docked in
Groton, and Murray said as soon as her own
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children were old enough to walk, Barham began
bringing his grandchildren there.
A recognition of time and place
The ceremony took place on the first day of the
Connecticut Maritime Heritage Festival, and Gov.
Ned Lamont also said that we must not "take
strategic deterrence for granted, on this 9/11
weekend." 48
The governor and other officials credited
former Connecticut Sen. Chris Dodd with lobbying
to have the Nautilus retired in Groton.
"What an opportunity we have now, in this
corner of the state, to talk about the history of the
relationship between America and the sea," said
Sen. Chris Murphy, D- Conn., also citing the
recent start of construction of the National Coast
Guard Museum across the Thames River.
He said the renovation of the Nautilus "is really
vital" because it helps tell the story of submarines
to people who otherwise wouldn't be able to board
one, and to "generate enthusiasm and support for
this vital program."
Sen. Richard Blumenthal, D- Conn., said
submarines are especially important because "we
live in a dangerous world."
Blumenthal said the Nautilus "looks antique
and antiquated compared to the Virginia class
today," but he suspects the Virginia class will look
antique and antiquated compared to what Electric
Boat will build in the future.
"What hasn't changed is the men and women
who take them to sea," he said. "What hasn't
changed is the courage and strength and
perseverance."
Also speaking Friday were Capt. Kenneth
Curtin, commanding officer of the Naval
Submarine Base; Rep. Joe Courtney, D- 2nd
District; and Rear Adm. William Houston,
commander of Naval Submarine Forces, U.S.
Atlantic Fleet and Allied Submarine Command.
https://www.military.com/dailynews/2022/09/10/worlds-first-nuclear-poweredsubmarine-returns-home-after-36- millionfacelift.html

_______________________________________
Submarine Fleet Needs More Spare Parts To
Stem Maintenance Delays
Less than 30% of submarine maintenance work is
completed on time, in many cases due to lack of
material
(NAVY TIMES 21 SEP 22) ... Megan Eckstein
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. — The submarine
industrial base, already strained by demand for
new construction, may need to accelerate its
production of spare parts to alleviate submarine
maintenance woes.
The vast majority of submarine maintenance
availabilities run late, in part due to poor planning
practices and in part because repair yards rely on
a pool of replacement parts “that just doesn’t
exist” after the Navy failed to sufficiently prepare
for Virginia-class submarine sustainment,
according to two admirals.
“That upfront investment didn’t happen for
Virginiaclass, so we’re missing that whole
sustainment tail, or a big portion of that,” Rear
Adm. Scott Brown, the deputy commander of
Naval Sea Systems Command for industrial
operations (NAVSEA 04), said Sept. 20 at the
American Society of Naval Engineers’ annual
Fleet Maintenance and Modernization Symposium
here.
“It’s resulting in a lot of churn, a lot of
cannibalization — so we have to take things off
other boats to stick them on the boat we’re trying
to get out — and a lot of, frankly, frustration with
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the workforce on waiting for stuff that doesn’t
exist,” he added. “Of course, that leads to delays.”
He said the Navy asked the Center for Naval
Analyses to study the connection between
material delays and extended maintenance
availabilities; the research organization found the
lack of material on hand “is a fairly large
contribution to our delays,” according to Brown.
Vice Adm. Bill Galinis, the commander of
NAVSEA, said Sept. 21 at the same conference
that only 20% to 30% of submarine maintenance
availabilities over the last decade have finished on
time. The problem is worsening as the Virginiaclass submarines account for a greater
percentage of the undersea fleet, he said.
“We’ve seen a significant growth in the
amount of man days required to complete a
submarine availability, particularly a Virginia-class
one, and [we’re] really trying to deep-dive and
understand why that really is,” Galinis added.
He pointed to a couple potential factors. For
parts purchased with annual operations and
maintenance funding, global supply chain issues
mean it takes longer for parts to be delivered. In
some cases, it’s taking up to two years, putting
current and upcoming availabilities at risk.
For spare parts managed through the Defense
Logistics Agency or the Naval Supply Systems
Command, the Navy has only funded some of
these at about 40% or 50% in recent years. As a
result, parts simply aren’t in the inventory when
needed by the Navy’s four public shipyards.
And, Galinis added, the rotable pool of spares
is too small due to a lack of investment in the
early years of the Virginiaclass acquisition. The
rotable pool is made up of parts taken off a
submarine by shipyard workers and later
refurbished for use in the future.
He added that the refurbishment process is
moving too slowly, meaning parts aren’t available
when needed. Galinis said the Navy may have to
contract out some of that refurbishment work.
Brown told Defense News his office, which
oversees the work of all four public shipyards,
wants to increase the inventory of each
component in the rotable pool and also add new

types of components that have particularly
blocked the service from completing maintenance
availabilities on time.
Brown said he doesn’t expect the problem to
cost the Navy more, but the service may need to
spend more quickly on spares and sustainment.
“That’s going to cause a push of material
dollars to the left in the [five-year Future Years
Defense Program] to buy early to make sure we
have that stuff. But it’s eventually going to
equalize out, because we’re going to end up
buying it anyway,” he said.
Galinis also pointed to a lack of rigor in
submarine planning and project management,
which he said is exacerbating the maintenance
delays.
A number of pre-availability assessments and
tests must take place on all submarines, aircraft
carriers and surface ships to help identify the
exact condition of the ship and what work is
needed.
“The submarine force is probably the hardest
one for us to get that done, principally because of
their operational schedule and just in some cases
the difficulty getting teams out to a submarine,”
Galinis said. But it means some planning
documents aren’t completed until the submarine is
back in port, generating additional delays.
Indeed, whereas surface ships only see about
10% so-called unplanned work, aircraft carriers
have been seeing a 22% unplanned work rate
and submarines are nearing 30%, the NAVSEA
commander said.
Though submarine maintenance faces a slew
of challenges, Galinis said aircraft carrier
maintenance is improving. The four public
shipyards — all of which work on submarines and
two of which work on aircraft carriers — have
actually seen fewer maintenance delays in recent
years. In fiscal 2019, he said, the four yards
totaled 1,500 delay days. In FY 22, that’s down to
about 1,100, a 27% decrease.
Additionally, Galinis said, 13 of the last 18
aircraft carrier maintenance availabilities have
finished on time or early, with the late ones largely
related to carriers that conducted back-toback
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deployments and skipped a maintenance period
in between.
“I credit that [higher on-time completion rate] to
the work that the larger team has done on the
planning process,” he said. “The planning efforts
on the carrier side are probably the most stable”
compared to surface ships and submarines.
https://www.navytimes.com/naval/2022/09/21/
submarine-fleet-needs-more-spare-parts-tostem-maintenance-delays/
_______________________________________
‘A Long Time Coming’: Groton Sail Monument
Site Formally Unveiled
(THE DAY 20 SEP 22) ... Kimberly Drelich
GROTON, Conn — The future USS Groton
Sail Monument will celebrate the contributions of
all the men and women who design, build,
operate and maintain submarines, and the
families and communities who support them, said
Retired Rear Adm. John Padgett, the chairman of
the USS Groton Sail Foundation.
Although the monument will feature the sail
and rudder of the USS Groton and be located in
Groton, the submarine capital of the world, it is
really a tribute to all involved in submarines, in
shipyards from Hawaii to Maine, he said.
Padgett stood Monday afternoon at the future
site of the monument, adjacent to the Groton
Public Library in the grassy area along Route 117,
before about 30 community members, local
officials, and representatives of the Navy, during a
ceremony to publicly unveil the site and formally
mark the start of the project.
The monument, proposed as an earthen berm
in the design of a submarine, will feature the sail
and rudder of the USS Groton. There will be
plaques and memorabilia along the monument's
stone pathway.
Capt. Kenneth Curtin, commanding officer of
the Naval Submarine Base, noted the historic ship
Nautilus, which recently reopened after a ninemonth maintenance period, tells the world the
story of the submarine force, a story that begins in
Groton, and the future Groton Sail monument will
complement that story.
"It will honor the remarkable men and women

who design, build, operate and maintain our
submarines, along with the families and citizens of
the community who support them," Curtin said.
Padgett said the idea for the memorial first
came about when the the USS Groton was
decommissioned in the late 1990s.
Commissioning commanding officer, the late Bill
Vogel, and retired vice admiral George Emery,
who was also a commanding officer, struck up a
conversation about how nice it would be if they
could get the Groton sail and rudder back to
Groton and set up a memorial. Vogel later started
a foundation to pursue the idea of establishing the
memorial to honor the designers, welders,
operators and maintainers, and their families and
the communities that support them.
Though many sites have been considered and
debated over the years, several years ago, the
Groton Public Library location was chosen. The
site serves as the entrance to Groton and is
accessible from the Groton Public Library and
Thrive 55+, with parking and restrooms available,
Padgett said.
In February of 2021, the Groton Sail
Foundation presented the town with a check for
$91,500 to cover the cost of purchasing a right-ofway from the state. The foundation will begin a
fundraising campaign, with a $2.5 million goal, for
the cost of the project.
Electric Boat has pledged pro-bono work and a
local company, LBI in Groton, also pledged probono work and for their building to be the location
of restoration work. The submarine base has
agreed to transport the sail and rudder from the
base, where they are currently located, Padgett
said. The expected timeline is for site preparation
to begin in the spring, with the goal of holding a
monument dedication sometime a year from this
winter.
"This is a great day for Groton," said City of
Groton Mayor Keith Hedrick. "It's a great day for
the City of Groton. It's a great day for the Town of
Groton so this is tremendous."
He noted that the committee worked very hard
to get this done and looked at several sites and
called it a "long time coming."
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Town Mayor Juan Melendez, Jr. said he thinks
the monument's home in Groton is more
appropriate than any other place in the world.
"We're the submarine capital of the world, and
I think, with this project, along with our sign on I95, signal to the world that this is the place where
we train submariners, where we build submarines,
and this project is going to be here to celebrate
that," he said.
Melendez, Jr. told the story of his father, his
personal hero. His father joined the Navy in 1984,
which brought him from the Bronx, N.Y., to
Groton. He became chief in 1998 and in 2001
went on a seven-month deployment after the 9/11
attacks. He retired as chief petty officer in 2006
and now works at Electric Boat, where he's
helping to build the Columbia-class submarine.
Melendez, Jr. said his father is an
extraordinary person who did extraordinary things,
but in Groton, many people have stories like his.
The monument will be a place to tell the stories of
and celebrate the people who served aboard
ships and sacrificed for the country.
State Rep. Joe de la Cruz, D-Groton, who
served on the USS Groton Sail Foundation's
committee, also reflected on the monument's
significance to Groton.
"When our government goes in to negotiate,
peace hopefully, a lot of that has to do with the
submarines that are underwater, with the men and
women that serve on them, and definitely with this
community," he said.
De la Cruz, whose grandfather served in the
Navy and then worked in Groton, said the Groton
community is unique because it supports people
who land here from other places, whether they're
looking for doctors or for what is the best school.
"That's part of our community and this is a
memorial that's recognizing all of us," he said.
State Rep. Christine Conley, D-Groton, spoke
about how legislators, who got up early for the
public hearing on the land transfer before another
14-hour day discussing bills, are excited about
how beautiful the monument will be and how
everyone's going to be able to come and see the
great work people who build and serve on

submarines do.
"We're one step further, and I can't wait to see
the finished project," Conley said. "Good work,
everyone."
State Sen. Heather Somers, R-Groton,
recounted a story of how she recently was at an
event with volunteers from the submarine base.
She spoke with a young woman who initially didn't
like Groton, but said she now is starting to
become part of the community and loves it here
and wanted to stay in Groton for the next four
years. Somers and the young woman spoke
about how suitable it was to have a monument for
the 43 military community to show how awesome
it is and that it is the submarine capital of the
world.
"We want to thank people who have been in
the service," Somers said. "We want you to come
back here with your families and we want you to
know that we honor you and we honor your
service." https://www.stripes.com/branches/
navy/2022-09- 20/groton-sail-monument-siteunveiled-7407793.html
_______________________________________
A Century Later, A World War I Submarine Has
Been Found
The U-111 submarine was captured by the U.S.,
sailed back to the U.S. and eventually thought lost
to the ages.
(TASK & PURPOSE 02 OCT 22) ... Nicholas
Slayton
A hundred years after it sank beneath the
waves, the World War I-era German submarine U111 was found off the coast of Virginia. It’s the
strange, final resting place for the U-boat that
entered into service at the tail end of World War I
and then became an American possession.
The wreck of the U-111 was discovered by Erik
Petkovic. The news of the discovery, as well as
photos and video, were first shared by National
Geographic. After months of searching, Petkovic
and his associates found it on Labor Day of this
year.
Despite being a World War I-era submarine —
it was commissioned on Dec. 30, 1917 — the U111 didn’t actually sink until four years after the
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war ended. After launch, the submarine patrolled
around the British Isles, sinking a British cargo
ship in April 1918. Two more patrols followed, and
U-111 closed out the war while in port.
After the war, the submarine was seized by the
Allies. It was set to be scrapped along with other
captured U-boats, but President Woodrow Wilson
had it and a few others kept to be sent back to the
United States, both to show off the prizes of war
and to raise money for Victory Bonds. That’s
when U-111 started having troubles. It almost
sank on its Atlantic voyage. In 1921, it was put to
use as part of Brig. Gen. Billy Mitchell’s fleet of
expendable ships during his demonstrations on
using planes to attack navies. On its way back it
sank, not far off of the Virginia coast. But that
wasn’t the end. It was rescued and brought back
to the naval base at Norfolk. But the military
apparently had no more use for it, so on Aug. 31,
1922 U-111 was sent out to sea with open
hatches and explosive charges and intentionally
sunk.
Multiple U-boats from both world wars sank in
American waters, but despite know where U-111
was when it went under, it was never expected to
be found. That’s because it sank deeper than a
human diver could reach, beyond 120 feet.
Petkovic and his crew found the wreckage at
approximately 400 feet beneath the sea, still
deeper than a diver could reach, but not as far as
the 1,600-foot depth the U-boat was assumed to
have sank to.
The search itself was done in secret. Petkovic
and his colleagues claimed to be searching for
something innocuous — a Russian freighter —
while scanning the depths for any sign of the sub.
They consulted records of where fishermen got
lines and net snagged, reasoning something must
be in the area that causes it.
“That’s when we decided hey, there’s got to
be something there,” Petkovic told National
Geographic. For now the crew is not disclosing
the exact coordinates of the submarine.
Now that it has been found, there are no
immediate plans to move U-111. Petkovic told
National Geographic the team will send divers to

the submarine next year and start mapping the
wreck.
https://taskandpurpose.com/history/wwisubmarine-found-shipw/
_______________________________________
New U.S. Nuclear Sub Made For China, Russia
War
SSN(X) design aims to fix flaws in Virginia class
predecessor and marks a return to Cold War
operational doctrine
(ASIA TIMES 27 SEP 22) ... Gabriel Honrada
The US is designing its SSN(X) nextgeneration nuclear attack submarine in a
significant shift from procuring Virginia class SSNs
to a new class by the 2030s. The program
addresses maintenance woes in its current
nuclear attack submarine fleet and reorients US
undersea warfare capabilities to great power
competition from China and Russia.
The designation “SSN(X)” means that the
exact design of the nuclear attack submarine
class has not yet been determined, according to
an August 2022 US Congressional Research
Service (CRS) report.
Although the Virginia class is built with
incremental improvements called “blocks,” a new
design that solves maintenance problems and
includes game-changing technologies may
represent the development of a new class
altogether.
The CRS report states that the US Navy
estimates the SSN(X)’s price tag at US$5.8 billion
per boat, significantly higher than the $3.6 billion
for a VPM-equipped Virginia class boat.
At the Society of Naval Engineers’ annual Fleet
Maintenance and Modernization Symposium held
this month, Rear Admiral Jonathan Rucker stated
that the US currently has 50 SSNs, but 18 are
under maintenance and unavailable to operational
commanders, as reported in Defense News.
Rucker said that the current number of SSNs
in maintenance is too high and that sub
maintenance is facing challenges in planning
availabilities, work execution and keeping enough
spares and materials for repairs on hand. At the
same conference, Rear Admiral Scott Brown said
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that the US Navy did not make sufficient
investments in repair and maintenance
capabilities when designing and acquiring the
Virginia class SSN, resulting in the cannibalization
of other boats to maintain operational numbers
and delays waiting for parts and components that
are often unavailable. Rucker emphasized that
such shortfalls should not happen with the SSN
(X).
He stated that from over a million parts in the
Virginia SSN, only 0.1%, or 32 parts, were found
not to perform as intended from a life expectancy
perspective. He also mentioned that those 32
parts were redesigned, or had their maintenance
cycle changed, insinuating those improved parts
could possibly be used in the SSN(X). He stated
that the SSN(X) design emphasizes four top
requirements: speed, stealth, payloads and
operational availability. Rucker and Brown’s
statements echo the August 2022 CRS report
highlighting the industrial base and maintenance
woes plaguing the US Virginia class SSN fleet.
The report notes concern about the US’ limited
industrial base to construct two Virginia class
SSNs with the multimission Virginia Payload
Module (VPM) and one Columbia class nuclearpowered ballistic missile submarine (SSBN)
annually from the mid-2020s to mid-2030s.
Despite those limitations, there may be plans
to increase US submarine production to three
Virginia class boats and one Columbia class boat
per year, which has been dubbed the “3+1
program.”
In December 2021, US President Joe Biden
signed three determinations of the Defense
Production Act (DPA) to strengthen the US
submarine industrial base to increase the
production of Virginia class subs.
However, the CRS report asks several difficult
questions – most without answers – about the US’
submarine construction industrial base. First, it
asks whether the US Navy, submarine shipyards
and submarine supplier firms have agreed on the
US industrial base capacity to handle building the
Virginia and Columbia class subs.
Second, it asks whether those organizations

have taken steps to increase the industrial base
capacity to match desired submarine procurement
rates. Third, the report asks about the specific
effects of the three presidential DPA
determinations on US submarine-building
capacity.
The CRS report also points to other issues
within the Virginia class fleet such as
cannibalization between boats, noting that some
components have worn out earlier than their 33year designed lifespan, with flaws in contractor
quality and out-of-spec parts contributing to
accelerated wear. The report notes that most
cannibalized parts were electrical components,
among other classified parts. It also says that
cannibalization brings a slew of disadvantages,
such as increased workload and risks of parts
being damaged during the process.
Other issues raised in the CRS report included
substandard steel, problems with hull coating and
defective parts.
With all these problems, US Navy SSNs have
had delayed deployments due to capacity-related
backlogs at US Naval shipyards, notes a separate
July 22 CRS report. That report asks critical
questions about the US Navy’s required number
of SSNs given its 355-ship goal in 2016 while
pointing to the operational implications of the US’
shrinking SSN fleet, which is projected to decline
to 46 boats by 2028 and stay below 60 until 2045.
The US built the Virginia class SSN in the
2000s as a less-expensive alternative to the
Seawolf class, which was built between 1989 and
2005, with the latter class being the most
expensive US attack sub ever built at $5 billion
per boat in 2018 dollar values.
The Seawolf class was designed as the
successor to the 1970s Los Angeles class, which
is currently still in service. 34 The US built the
subs to operate in deep-water environments to
hunt then-Soviet nuclear-powered subs such as
the Typhoon-class nuclear-powered ballistic
missile subs (SSBN) and Akula-class SSNs.
However, the US built only three out of 29
planned boats due to the end of the Cold War.
In contrast, the VPM-equipped Virginia class
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costs $3.6 billion per boat while featuring
technologies found in the Seawolf class.
While the Virginia class can perform the same
missions as the Seawolf class, it is optimized for a
post-Cold War threat environment characterized
by covert insertion and delivery of special
operations forces (SOF), covert cruise missile
strikes on land targets and covert offensive and
defensive mine warfare.
However, renewed great power competition
between the US, China and Russia may have
prompted a shift in US submarine design
philosophy, with a new emphasis on antisubmarine and anti-surface warfare.
Notably, China’s rapidly advancing antiaccess/area-denial (A2/AD) capabilities and
improving nuclear and conventional subs pose a
significant challenge to US undersea dominance
in the Pacific. Russia’s nuclear subs are also a
serious challenge to US dominance in the Pacific
and Arctic. When operating close to US shores,
Chinese and Russian subs pose a significant
threat to the US homeland.
Apart from simplifying logistics and maintaining
fleet numbers as a rationale for the SSN(X), the
US Navy may have reached its stealth capability
limit with a purely mechanical system, a limitation
that may be driving the SSN(X)’s development.
In a 2016 article for The National Interest,
Dave Majumdar notes that a next-generation sub
would have to dispense with moving parts to
improve stealth drastically, as rotating machinery
and propulsors moving through water excite the
stern and other parts, generating noise.
In addition, Majumdar notes that a permanent
magnet motor for the upcoming Columbia class
may also be installed in the SSN(X), presenting a
big technological leap from the Virginia class.
Critically, the increasing stealth of Chinese and
Russian subs may be the driving factor to improve
the stealth of the Virginia class. However, current
mechanical propulsion technologies may already
have reached their limit.
In a September 2020 article for The National
Interest, Caleb Larson mentions that China’s
Shang class SSNs may already be as quiet as

their US counterparts. He notes improvements in
reactor design and anti-echoic tiles may have
reduced the Shang class’s noise level to that of
upgraded Los Angeles SSNs.
Similarly, Russia has been steadily improving
the capability of its subs, despite the relative
deterioration of its military in other areas. In
technology terms, the Yasen SSGNs represent a
significant development in acoustic signature
reduction and weapons integration, which are on
par with some Western counterparts, notes
Arnaud Sobrero in a February 2021 article for The
Diplomat.
Sobrero also mentions that Russia’s Borei
SSBNs are more modern than the aging US Ohio
class SSBNs. Russia commissioned its Belgorod
special mission submarine this July.
Asia Times has reported on this development,
noting that the Belgorod is the designated carrier
of the Poseidon nuclear-armed underwater drone
and the highly-classified Losharik saboteur sub.
Asia Times has also reported on Russia’s
planned successor to the Borei class, the
Arcturus, which is optimized for Arctic operations
and features stealth improvements such as a
shaftless power plant and pump jet propulsion.
Given these threats, the US Navy envisions
the SSN(X) will be an “apex predator” combining
the high speed and payload of the Seawolf class,
stealth and sensors of the Virginia class and
availability and service life of the Columbia class.
The CRS report says the SSN(X) will be
designed to counter the growing threat posed by
near-peer adversary competition for undersea
supremacy, noting it aims to outclass competitors
in terms of speed, payload, stealth and
operational availability.
The SSN(X) will also be capable of fullspectrum undersea warfare and coordinate with a
larger contingent of off-hull vehicles, sensors and
friendly forces while improving multi-mission
capability and sustained combat presence in
denied waters.
https://asiatimes.com/2022/09/new-usnuclear-sub-made-for-china-russia-war/
_______________________________________
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Bay Area Military Tradition Of The 'Squadron
Bottle' Revived At Top Of The Mark

The routine often included toasting the Golden
Gate Bridge for a safe return, or in honor of a
fallen soldier.
With this tradition, servicemen would buy and
leave a bottle in the care of the bartender so the
next member from their squadron could enjoy a
free drink.
If you finished the squadron bottle, you bought
a new one to leave behind.
Mike Hall knew about the tradition and, a number
of years ago and sporting his dress whites,
headed up the famous lounge to participate.
"The Squadron Bottle embodies and
represents those bonds, that teamwork, that
camaraderie," said Hall.
He headed to bar and asked the bartender for
the Squadron Bottle, but alas, none remained.
Hall then bought one and left it along with a
logbook for future troops to sign.
He recently returned to the visit the hotel.
When he got off the elevator at the Top, nothing
could prepare him for what he saw: a huge display
crammed with dozens of Squadron Bottles.
On each one, a note detailing who bought it
and why: bottles from Air Force pilots and infantry
battalions, sailors, U.S. Marines, U.S. Rangers, as
well as the U.S. Coast Guard. Families, friends
and perfect strangers all bought bottles. The hotel
credits Hall for the revival.
"Just having Mr. Hall in here and seeing what
he was able to create, that we had started in
WWII and just kind of lost over time. And it's just
really nice to be able to bring it back and now kind
of exceed what it once was," said Phil Amidon,
the Director of Food & Beverage at the Mark
Hopkins.
As for Hall's logbook, there are now several.
Each one quickly fills up.
"What's amazing is the amount of different
generations that have gone thru these books as
well, and left their stories, their pictures: WWII, the
Korean War, Vietnam, everything up to our
generation now," Amidon told Hall.
These logbooks are treasure troves, packed
with astounding bits of history. Inside, many
stories, letters, memorial programs, notes of

(CBS BAY AREA 03 OCT 22) ... Juliette Goodrich
SAN FRANCISCO -- A Navy veteran who lives
near the water south of San Francisco helped
spur the revival of a bygone military tradition at
one of the city's most famed bars.
When Mike Hall of Pacifica comes close to the
ocean, it stirs his heart and speaks to his soul.
"When I come to the beach, and I smell the
salty sea air, and I hear the sounds of the waves
crashing, all those memories, all those
experiences, come rushing back," said Hall.
Hall is a veteran of the U.S. Navy. He
graduated from Annapolis and served his country
as a naval officer for more than 6 years. He told
KPIX 5 how he shares an unspoken bond with his
fellow vets.
"Whether they served 100 years ago or they're
going to serve 100 years into the future, there is
legacy of serving in the United States military that
binds us all together," said the former Naval
officer.
In 2009, while on leave, Hall decided to
partake in a special tradition. It started at the Mark
Hopkins hotel during World War II.
During the war, San Francisco played a major
role in the moving of troops and supplies to and
from the Pacific. Before many soldiers and sailors
departed, they partook in a routine that became
known as the "Squadron Bottle."
They headed to the Top of the Mark at the
Mark Hopkins Hotel to have a final drink on
American soil. Reports suggest 30,000 members
of the military participated every month, with lines
at times stretching around the block.
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appreciation and photographs of those who came
home, as well as those who died while serving the
nation.
By way of the Squadron Bottles and the
logbooks, for years to come generations will able
to read and reflect on what it means to serve a
bigger purpose, and to help ensure those
memories are never forgotten.
"Those little momentos left in those books -and the bottles left there for people to have a
drink with -- represent as we say the 'links in the
chain,'" said Hall, as he took in another deep
breath of ocean air.
Anyone can buy a bottle at the Top of the Mark
and leave it for the Squadron Bottle collection.
And any active military or vet can partake in the
tradition. They just need to present their military
ID.
During Fleet Week, the Top of the Mark will
open early to celebrate the U.S Armed Services
and also host special program for viewing the
Blue Angels this week. It is available on the
hotel's website.
More information about San Francisco's
historical role as a point of embarkation for the
U.S. military is available here.
https://www.cbsnews.com/sanfrancisco/news/
bay-area-military-tradition-of-the-squadronbottle-revived-at-top-of-the-mark/
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NEW COLUMN
HOUSEHOLD HACKS
(If you have a hack to share send them to me and
they will show up in our newsletters. Since I
expect these to be sent by many contributors no
credit will be given on who sent them.)
====================
Nontoxic, Cheap, and Effective Way to Clean
Appliances
by Montross Made
2 Materials - $10 - 2 Hours - Easy
Appliances can get smelly, fast. The two main
issues at our house are the dishwasher and the
washing machine. The washing machine is
probably the worst because my husband is a
landscaper so he comes home with a lot of dirt
and sweat filled clothes every day, AND we have

an English lab who claims every blanket as his
own. Even if you aren’t dealing with all that filth,
my guess is if you haven’t cleaned your
appliances recently, they can probably use it. The
good news is you probably already have what you
need to get them odorless and clean!
What you’ll need: White Vinegar and Baking
soda. And that’s it!!!
Step 1. Clean visible particles
First wipe down the interior of your appliances
with a damp rag. Make sure to get in all the nooks
and crannies, especially the rubber flaps inside of
the washing machine. You can see how gross the
rag from the washing machine is… Don’t judge
me! If you have filters in your machines, you can
clean those out too.
Step 2. Run a clean cycle with vinegar
For the washing machine, I put the vinegar
right in the liquid soap dispenser and run a clean
cycle with hot water and the drum empty.
For the dishwasher, I fill a bowl with vinegar,
and run a quick cycle, again with the rest of the
machine empty.
Step 3. Run a clean cycle with baking soda
When the vinegar cycle is complete, next for
the washing machine, I sprinkle some baking
soda right into the drum, and run another clean
cycle.
Same thing for the dishwasher- just sprinkle
some baking soda in the bottom rack, and run
another quick cycle.
When you’re all done, your machines should
be sparkly clean and odorless! I do this every few
months, or whenever I notice a funky smell
coming from one of my machines. It’s such a
simple hack that really gets rid of the horrible
smell that appliances can get. Also, it’s a cheap,
and nontoxic.
====================
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